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Self-mercerising and dyeing
properties.
The excellent dyeing affinity reduces the possibility of streaks
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to the minimum. The fibre has self-mercerising properties; in
fact in an alkaline environment it swells, greatly increasing
its shine and softness.
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High level machinability
The yarns produced with this fibre, in the ring cotton system, are extremely smooth, making
them perfect to machine when used in knit fabrics and have an attractive and even surface
appearance.
Thermal regulation and antistress
Thanks to its high level of absorption and the ability to release dampness harmonically this
fabric has excellent thermal regulation properties; the synergy of these two factors allows
the body to regulate its own heat production. The human body constantly gives off various
substances together with the water it produces through perspiration. The ability to maintain
surface body temperature is directly linked to the possibility of the surface remaining dry. A
fabric composed of fibres that can easily absorb (hydrophilic) and that can also easily
release (permeable) guarantees a “body climate” with a surface that is dry and highly
regulated according to the body temperature.
Insulation
The den fibre fineness is deliberately irregular to give an insulation that would otherwise be
impossible to create. This phenomenon guarantees that hot and cold filter in a gentle way
making the garments particularly comfortable to wear (thermal insulation).
Dimensional stability
Damping stretch is significantly higher than in other wood-pulp fibres and guarantees
excellent dimensional stability and a high resistance to washing processes (see damping
stretch characteristics data).

Feel
The surface of the fibre is
characterised by small
rounded lobes that give a
particularly soft feel.
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Technical:

The fibre
The advantage of the wood-pulp fibre Lenpur derives fr

om a secret recipe of woods that when

combined produce this morphological magic: an artificial

fibre that crosses the borders of natural

Characteristics

fibres. The timber is harvested in a way that is in complete

harmony with nature and the secrets of the

Technical data for Lenpur:

process are guarded closely by the inventors. This

is the wood that gives the fabrics their

Fibre count: 1,6 dtex,

extraordinary properties. US Patent 005899784°.

Tensile stress when dry:
cN 3,27 – 2,05 cN dtex - stretch % = 20,44
Tensile stress when wet:
cN 2,69 – 1,68 cN dtex – stretch % = 11,62
morphological mottled structure.

New-comers
The yarns that can be produced in Lenpur
are available from count Ne 12 to count Ne
50. Fibres with a wool cut and continuous
filament yarn fibres are also about to come
out.
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The cosiness of silk,
the touch of cashmire,
the freshness of linen
all in one fibre.

A FIBRE MADE FOR THE
SOFTNESS OF BABIES'
CLOTHES AND FOR THE
DEMANDS OF ADULTS'
GARMENTS .
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LENPUR SPINNING
Since the fibre in question is composed of fibres of

different sections, good carding must be maintained

during machining so that a really homogeneous blend

of fibres reaches the spinning machines.

The calibrations of the machines (and the twisting

delta) must be similar to those used for a combed

cotton with medium length fibre.
We recommend a maximum spinning speed of 13,000

Markets
Yarn
• light and average knitwear: from 10 to 28 needles
per inch. The Ne 20 count can be used with a single
yarn for measurements from 20 to 24 while the Ne 30
count can be used with a single yarn for measurements from 24 to 28. From 10 to 20 several yearns are
twisted together.
• lingerie
• orthogonal fabrics
• circular fabrics for hosiery
• technical fabrics
• fabrics for the furnishing trade
• Seamless

Production and sale
• Staple fiber
• Filament
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revs per minute.

